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FROM THE CHAIR 

In 2020 our  journey was temporarily interrupted by the Coronavirus and 2 years 

later the “dream” has finally materialised. The “training and testing”  

facilities for the Insulation Industry are taking shape. The true value of thermal 

insulation has still not been realised and this is now an opportunity to do proper 

training in an industry that is generally being ignored in South Africa, even 

though the installation of insulation is mandatory in certain building  

occupancy classes. In addition, the development of the testing laboratory allows 

manufacturers to get involved in research and development and testing their 

products to international standards, removing barriers to 

trade and levelling the playing field with imported  

products. 

It has been a long and hard struggle and the end is  

definitely not in sight, only the beginning... We are 

proudly South African and “the time is always right to do 

what is right”. 
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Fire safety matters: The South African National Building Regulations T1 and 

T2 as well as the application of the National Building Regulations SANS 10400

-T Fire protection, gives clear directions as to the design and construction of 

buildings regarding fire safety.  It’s primary concern is about life safety, i.e. 

safe evacuation, minimising fire spread, sufficient stability of the building, 

smoke control and adequate equipment for detecting and fighting fire, whereas 

Insurance Companies are only concerned about the building and its contents. 

It is a legal requirement for thermal insulation to be tested for fire performance.  

It states, and we quote “When any insulation, roof lining or waterproof  

membrane not used as a ceiling and used under a roof covering as part of a 

roof assembly, is tested in accordance with SANS 10177-5 and found to be  

combustible, such material shall be acceptable should it be classified, marked 

and installed in accordance with the requirements of SANS 428” unquote.  

TIPSASA publish a Fire Performance Register to inform professionals and the 

public at large of the performance of thermal insulation products. There are 

clear rules as to where combustible and non-combustible materials can or 

cannot be used. Whilst we acknowledge that there might be companies that do 

not comply with the law to test their products , it is a prerequisite for members 

of TIPSASA to comply with the National Building Regulations, hence the  

publication of the TIPSASA Fire Performance Register. 

MATTERS OF CONCERN 

TIPSASA  rejects with contempt 

any allegations that this Association  

and it’s Members do not act within 

the ambit of the law. 
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IRT TRAINING CENTRE LAUNCH - SECUNDA 

On Thursday the 28th of July 2022 the IRT Training Centre was official-

ly launched in Secunda by Toelie Swart. His vision, dedication and 

drive made this Training Centre initiative possible, fulfilling a  life long 

dream to educate  and teach people skills which they can use as  

building blocks to building a better future for themselves,  their families 

and the Nation. 

IRT Training (Pty) Ltd is an accredited training provider with the  

Services SETA and merSETA and offer training expertise in the fields 

of high-pressure water jetting (hydro-jetting), vacuum operations,  

generic health and safety, working at heights, scaffolding, insulation 

installer and organisational development programmes. 

IRT Training also entered into a service level agreement with the  

Thermal Insulation Academy of Southern Africa (TIA). With the  

guidance of TIPSASA (Thermal Insulation Products & Systems  

Association SA), TIA were involved with formalizing a registered qualifi-

cation for South Africa with the Quality Council for Trades and Occupa-

tions (QCTO) and merSETA as their quality assurance body. 

TIA, which is a wholly owned subsidiary of IPC Industries, was formed 

to act as the organisations Skills Development Provider (SDP) division 

to obtain the required accreditation for the Occupational Qualification:  

Insulation Installer. 

 

Attending the opening: Grant Richardson (TIPSASA Director) TJ Motau (Brits Nonwoven) Barry Collins and Terence Wall 

(Directors TIA and IPC Industries),  Petra Mitchell (CEO Corrosion Institute of South Africa)  and Des Schnetler (TIPSASA Chair-

person). 

Barry Collins, Petra Mitchell and Terence Wall who 
were instrumental in the development of the Insulation 

Installer qualification. 
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FACILITIES 

IRT Training (Pty) Ltd has branches in Naledi Industrial Area (Sasolburg) and in Secunda 

where they provide a holistic service approach for their clients. 

Training programmes are SETA aligned and accredited and can be adjusted to suit client 

specific needs (not compromising the specific outcomes of a specific unit standard). In 

cases where training is required at the clients’ premises and utilising the clients’ own 

equipment, IRT Training will provide a facilitator/assessor as per requirements. 

The Building Insulation Training will be available in Midrand soon. 

 

FEATURES OF TRAINING PROGRAMMES  

Feedback will be provided directly to the learners on competence and improvement. 

Feedback to clients and management will take place in the form of a training report. 

A training module for each Learner will be provided and assessments will be as follows: 

• Formative assessment as and when required (forms part of the learner’s portfolio of 

evidence) 

• Summative assessment: 

Theoretical assessment (≥80%)  

Practical assessment (Competent vs. Not yet competent) 

A certificate of competence/statement of results from the relevant SETA will be issued 

to competent learners as per relevant legislation and where applicable, a certificate  

validity period will be indicated. 



Contact Us 

Tel: 0861 000 334  

Mobile +27 82 305 8559 

Email:  

info@tipsasa.co.za 

des@tipsasa.co.za 

 

Website: 

Visit us on the web at 

www.tipsasa.co.za  

 

NEW Physical Address: 

The AAAMSA Hub 

2 Superior Road 

COR Superior Rd & 16th Rd 

Midrand 

 

 

Postal Address: 

PostNet Suite #43 

Private Bag X132 

Centurion 

0046 
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TIPSASA NOTICE BOARD 

TIPSASA is in the process of  developing a  

professional CPD Course that consists of 5  

Modules. Once we have received our accreditation 

from SAIA and SAIAT, it will be announced in the 

media. The courses will be available on line as well 

as face to face.  

All our publications are available on our website and can be downloaded 

from www.tipsasa.co.za under the section “Standards & Regulations” 

and sub-section “Document Downloads”. 

Macsteel did the nation proud when they broke a world record to  

become the new GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS ™ title holder for 

the longest roof span covered by a single metal corrugated sheet. The 

sheet spans 280 metres, across the widest part of the roof covering of 

the new Pick n Pay flagship distribution centre in Kempton Park,  

Johannesburg. 

 

We have to acknowledge some of the other companies involved in this massive project. 

We are proud to announce that TIPSASA Members, Southey Contracting (Pty) Ltd’  

division Tate and Nicolson, installed the roof sheeting and Brits Nonwoven supplied the 

180 000m² roof insulation on this project. Well done! 

GREAT ACHIEVEMENT! 


